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Your score on the color blue is 26

Blue change agents are inclined to design and implement change rationally. There is
every chance that they plan and organise change carefully in advance. Blue change
agents always keep a keen eye on previously defined objectives and are not easily
distracted by individual opinions and preferences. They consider uncertainty and
complexity as their natural enemies.

Read more

The basic principle of the blue change agent :
Blue change agents plan and organise. They don't let change depend on individual opinions and
preferences and they are constantly alert that the agreed outcome is achieved. Blue change agents are
convinced that they can control change. In their opinion management teams should be very well able
to enforce change focussing strictly on the outcome. Blue change agents plan the road to change on
the basis of rational arguments and indicators. A good step-by-step plan, adequate monitoring and
complexity reduction are important tools in this respect.

Blue change processes:
Blue change processes are well-organised, measurable and characterised by concrete results.
Relatively speaking, blue change has a rather short time schedule. Often principals or project leaders
and the staff experiencing change are different persons or bodies. Thinking comes first, doing next.

Background:
Where does the colour blue derive from? 'Blue' was taken from blueprint. The outcome is decided
beforehand, well-defined and guaranteed.
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Where does the colour blue derive from?
'Blue' was taken from blueprint. The outcome is decided beforehand, well-defined and guaranteed.

Your score on the color red is 26

Red change agents are inclined to approach the 'soft' aspects of change processes
first of all. They focus on establishing an optimal 'fit' between organisation and
staff. Extrinsic motivation, such as rewarding and punishing staff members, is very



important. In their approach red change agents emphasise change in behaviour,
atmosphere, extent of well-being and motivation.

Read more

The basic principle of the red change agent :
Red change agents focus on people in change processes, on development of talents and optimal
interaction between organisation and staff. They assume that change can be realised when people
are stimulated in the right way, for instance by using advanced HRM tools. They intend to change
an organisation's 'soft' aspects: management style, personnel structure and competences.

Red change processes :
Red change processes take time because people's individual preferences simply can't be changed
from one day to the next. The outcome of a red change process may be devised in advance, but can't
be guaranteed. Management of red change requires setting of aims, monitoring and, if necessary,
readjusting. Temptation strategies and punishment and baits are important tools.

Background:
Red thinking results from the classical Hawthorne experiments. One of most important findings from
these experiments was that people change 'spontaneously' when they know they are being watched.
McGregor developed the tradition further and, what is more, human resource management that has
taken on these last years, is a part of this tradition.

Literatuur:

Where does the colour red derive from?
'Red' was taken from the colour of human blood, because this approach focuses on people. People
must be influenced, tempted and stimulated.

Your score on the color green is 26

Green change agents are inclined to consider change primarily as a learning process.
There is very chance they think it important to motivate people to learn with and
from one another with the purpose to establish permanent learning groups. Green
change agents use to manage change only to a limited degree. Facilitating feedback
and learning moments are important components of their approach. Thinking and
doing are linked, so to speak. It may be clear that it is hard to forecast the outcome
of a green approach, as it depends on the extent of implementation and the nature
of men.
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The basic principle of the green change agent:
According to green change agents change is established by motivating people to learn with and from
one another with the purpose to establish permanent learning groups. Green change agents assume
that change is established by making people aware of new views and ideas, and their own failings.
They focus on creating joint learning situations. Motivation, facilitating feedback, experiments with
new behaviour, learning in the broadest sense of the word are interventions much used. Doing and
thinking are linked.

Green change processes:
Green change processes take a lot of time: it is learning and unlearning with ups and downs. Change
agents and those who have to change, interact constantly and may change roles. Green change is only
manageable to a limited degree. Monitoring doesn't mean adjusting, but planning what to do next.



Background:
Green thinking results from the action-learning theories that closely link change and learning
conceptually. These theories have a prominent position in learning organisations.

Literatuur:

Where does the colour green derive from?
'Green' was taken from 'getting green light' and growing as foliage in nature.


